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Abstract
The subject of this report is the development of a nonlinear parametric identification method
using chaotic data. The use of transient trajectories and periodic equilibrium trajectories
in parameter estimation was already investigated by Verbeek (1993). The use of periodic
equilibrium trajectories was implemented successfully. In former research (Baake et al., 1992)
the main problem in using chaotic trajectories in parameter estimation appeared t o be the
numerical computation of the chaotic trajectories. This computational problem is due t o the
highly unstable character of the chaotic trajectories.
The method proposed in this report is based on assumed physical models and has two
important components. Firstly, the chaotic time series is characterized by a 'skeleton' of
unstable periodic orbits (Van de Water et al., 1991). Secondly, these unstable periodic orbits are used as the input information for a nonlinear parametric identification method using
periodic d a t a (Verbeek, 1993). As a consequence, problems concerning the numerical computation of chaotic trajectories are avoided. The identifiability of the system is optimized by
using the structure of the phase space instead of a single physical trajectory in the estimation
process. Furthermore, before starting the estimation process a huge data reduction has been
accomplished by extracting the unstable periodic orbits from the long chaotic time series.
The method is validated by application t o a parametrically excited pendulum, which is an
experimental nonlinear dynamical system in which transient chaos occurs.

iii

Samenvatting
Het onderwerp van dit onderzoek is de ontwikkeling van een niet-lineare parametrische identificatie methode, die gebruik maakt van chaotische tijdreeksen. Verbeek (1993) heeft onderzoek
gedaan naar het gebruik van trasiënte en periodieke trajectories in het parameter schatten. In
eerder onderzoek naar het gebruik van chaotische tijdreeksen in parameter schatten (Baake
et al., 1992) bleek het grootste probleem de numerieke berekening van de chaotische trajectories te zijn. Dit probleem is t e wijten aan het uiterst instabiele karakter van de chaotische
trajectories (positieve Lyapunov exponenten).
In de methode, die in dit verslag behandeld wordt, worden modellen op basis van fysische
wetten bekend verondersteld. De methode bestaat uit een tweetal belangrijke componenten.
Ten eerste wordt de chaotische tijdreeks gekarakteriseerd door een 'skelet' van instabiele periodieke banen (Van de Water et al., 1991). Ten tweede worden deze instabiele periodieke banen gebruikt in een niet-lineare parametrische identificatie methode, waarin gebruik gemaakt
wordt van periodieke data (Verbeek, 1993). Hierdoor worden problemen met betrekking tot
de numerieke berekening van chaotisce trajectories vermeden. De identificeerbaarheid van
het systeem wordt geoptimaliseerd door niet een enkele fysische trajectorie maar de structuur
van de faseruimte t e gebruiken in het schattingsproces. Ook wordt op deze manier vóór het
starten van schattingsproces een omvangrijke data reductie gerealiseerd.
De methode is gevalideerd door toepassing op een parametrisch geëxciteerde slinger, een
niet-lineair experimenteel systeem, dat in een toestand van transiënte chaos gebracht kan
worden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Experimental d a t a produced by nonlinear dynamical systems in the chaotic regime are most
often evaluated by various methods of time-series analysis. The aims of these analyses often include t h e reconstruction of state-space representations and the estimation of attractor
dimensions (Abarbanel et al., 1992), or the estimation of Lyapunov exponents (Wolf et al.,
1985). These methods describe some characteristic features of the systems but, in general,
they do not give physical insight into the mechanism. If one can, however, derive a differential equation model from more fundamental principles, one is in a potentially more powerful
situation. We are now seeking for a method t o estimate the parameters in this differential
equation using a chaotic time-series. So the subject of this research is the development and
assessment of a nonlinear parametric identification method for dynamic systems using chaotic
data. In this research the assumption is made that the deterministic mathematical model
for the dynamical system can be derived by using physical laws. The latter is not the case
in nonlinear non-parametric identification. In nonlinear non-parametric identification one is
trying t o find the background and the character of the in the system occurring nonlinearities,
which often cannot be modelled by using physical laws. This subject is not covered in the
sequel.
Recently, Verbeek (1993) has developed a method for nonlinear parametric identification
using periodic equilibrium states. However, there has not been done much research in the field
of nonlinear parametric identification using chaotic data. Fitting the parameters t o a chaotic
time-series has the advantage that the phase-space is filled better by a chaotic time-series
than, for example, by just one periodic orbit. When the phase-space is covered better by the
the data the chance that you miss essential parts of the dynamical behaviour of the system
becomes smaller. This means that the identifiability of the dynamic system gets better and
the accuracy of the obtained model will be higher. Of course a good covering of the phasespace by the data can also be realised by forcing the system through the phase-space or taking
noise as excitation.
For information on chaos in nonlinear dynamical systems in general see Thompson et al.
(1986), Parker et al. (1989) or De Jager (1991).
In chapter 2, several methods for nonlinear model building and prediction in chaos are briefly
discussed. In general, these methods directly use the chaotic time-series.
In chapter 3, a different approach will be proposed, which has been followed in this research.
In this approach chaos will be characterized by a skeleton of unstable periodic orbits. The
experimental system used in this research, a parametrically excited pendulum, which can be
1
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forced into a chaotic state will be discussed (Hoppenbrouwers, 1989). This system was build
t o show that chaos can really appear in physical systems. In Van de Water et al. (1991) is
shown that unstable periodic orbits with relatively short periods (up t o a period five times
the period of the excitation) can be found from experimental data.
In chapter 4, the estimation part of the method is discussed. As the unstable periodic orbits
are solutions of the differential equation that desribes the system, the nonlinear parametric
identification method developed by Verbeek (1993) can be used t o estimate t h e parameters
of the di?€eïentia! eqüatiûn. This methcd wil! be discussed briefly.
In chapter 5 the results of the nonlinear identification of the parametrically excited pendulum
are presented. Two cmes can be distinguished:
o

Using periodic points found from a simulated chaotic time series

o

Using periodic points found from an experimental chaotic time series

Finally, in chapter 6 conclusions and recommendations will be given on general aspects of the
presented identification method. Furthermore, advantages and disadvantages of the method
will be discussed.

Chapter 2

Nonlinear model building:
Prediction in chaos
Of course this research is not the first attempt in modelling nonlinear dynamic systems using
chaotic data. In the following sections a few types of methods on nonlinear model building,
that can be found in literature, are discussed. In section 2.1 the building of local and global,
nonlinear maps is discussed. In section 2.2 a method that fits ordinary differential equations
directly t o chaotic d a t a is discussed.

2.1

Parameter estimation in nonlinear maps

Abarbanel et al. (1992) give a survey of some methods in nonlinear model building. Here
only a short indication is given on what kind of methods exist. For more (mathematical)
information on these methods, see Abarbanel et al. A traditional classification of the models
is that of local and global models:
o

Local models vary from point t o point (or from neighbourhood t o neighbourhood) in
the phase space.

o

Global models are constructed once and for all in the whole state space (at least the
part occupied by the d a t a stream).

The methods share the following basic idea: Assumed is that information on the temporal
evolution of orbits y(k) is available and that these orbits lie on a compact attractor in phasespace. Each orbit has near it a whole neighbourhood of points in phase-space which also evolve
under the dynamics to new points. This knowledge of the evolution of whole neighbourhoods
in the phase-space can be combined to enhance our ability t o predict in time by building local
or global maps with parameters a: y + F ( y , a ) , which evolve each y(k) + y(k+ 1). Using the
information about how neighbors evolve we utilize phase-space information to construct the
map, and then we can use the map to evolve either the last points in our observation forward
in time or t o interpolate any new phase-space point near the attractor forward (or backward,
if the map is invertible) in time. The problem is now reduced t o determining t h e parameters
a in the map given a class of functional forms. This functional form could be chosen from
physical reasoning.
If we are working with local dynamics, then, for example, local polynomials would be a
good choice, since any global form can be approximated arbitrarily well by the collections

3
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of such local maps, if the dynamics is smooth enough. A necessary remark here is t h a t the
shortcomings of such a global model are its discontinuities and extremely large number of
adjustable parameters. The latter is clearly a penalty for high accuracy. At t h e same time, it
would be nice t o have a relatively simple continuous model describing the collection of data.
Choosing the parameters now requires some form of cost function or metric which measures
the quality of the fit t o the data, and establishes how well we do in matching y(k
1) as
observed with F ( y ( k ) ,a). Call this the local deterministic error, ~ g ( k ) :

+

The cost function for this error we will call W ( E )If. the map F ( y ( k ) ,a) we are constructing
is local, then for each neighbor of y(lc), y(")(k) with r = 1 , 2 , , NB, ED(^)(^) = y ( r , k 1)F ( y ( " ) ( k )a).
, In this y ( r , k 1) is the point in phase space t o which the neighbor y(')(k)
evolves; it is not necessarily the rth nearest neighbor of y(k 1). For a least squares metric
the local neighbourhood cost function would be:

+

. ..
+

+

~ ) depend on t h e 'time' assoand the parameters a(-) determined by minimizing W ( E , will
ciated with y(k). The normalization using the 'scaling factor' is arbitrary, but the one that
uses the size of the attractor size to scale the deterministic error is proposed by Abarbanel et
al. (1992). If the fit is to be a global least squares determination of parameters a, then:

With one exception, this is the general outline of the methods on the subject of creating
maps and then predicting the evolution of new points in the state space of the observed
system. The exception refers to a global model. As noted before, global models formed by
the collection of local polynomial maps have certain disadvantages. Therefore, a number of
solely global models has been invented which present a closed functional representation of the
dynamics in the whole phase space (or at least on the whole attractor). Each method uses
some expansion of the dynamical vector field F ( x ) in a set of basis functions in Rd. The first
such global method that comes into mind is t o use polynomials again. Their advantage in
local modelling where least squares fitting works well, is now reduced by the extremely large
number of data points and the necessity t o use rather high-order polynomials. There is an
attractive alternative approach t o finding a polynomial representation of a global map. This
so called measure based functional reconstruction uses orthogonal polynomials whose weights
are determined by an invariant property of the attractor:
This model is a representation of the mapping function taking x + F ( x ) in an expansion in

where the functions are chosen t o be orthonormal with respect to the invariant (that can be
determined using the data). When the functions &(x) are chosen the coefficients c,(a) can
be determined from the data.
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It should be noted, however, that the dividing line between local and global models is
becoming harder t o define. Models using radial basis functions or neural nets carry features
of both.
Before making a model of a dynamic system, it is useful t o consider how t o choose the
appropriate dimension of the models when we have observed only scalar data. In Abarbanel
several methods for choosing the dimension of a model are discussed. In this research the
assumption is made that the dimension is known.
In chapter 1 was already stated that, ii"r this research, the desired fcrm cf the mcde! is
a differential equation model. Of course this is a global model. That can be considered
an advantage. Further, the advantage over the above discussed global methods, which in
general only hold for that part of the phase space that is covered by the d a t a (extrapolation
is often dangerous), is t h a t the differential equation model applies t o the whole phase space.
Another advantage is that the model is continuous. A method that estimates parameters in
a differential equation model is discussed next.

2.2

Fitting ordinary differential equations t o chaotic data

This method is described in Baake et al. (1992). It uses directly the chaotic time series
t o estimate the parameters of a differential equation model. The following assumptions are
made:
o

The dimension of the ordinary differential equation system is either known or reliably
guessed.

o

The model or the model class to describe the data is specified.

o

The sampling rate of the data is sufficiently high with respect t o all relevant frequencies
occurring.

The method can best be explained by a flow-chart, see figure 2.1. The d a t a cover a certain
time interval. The total time interval is split in small time steps and on each of these subintervals an initial value problem is defined. If the system is nonlinear and we are considering a
chaotic regime, the numerical solution, computed by integration, of the corresponding initial
value problems should be spoiled by error-propagation, due t o positive Lyapunov exponents.
In Baake et UZ. (1992) is stated that this error-propagation problem can be adequately tackled by the boundary-value-problem methods for parameter estimation in ordinary differential
equations, see Bock (1981), Bock & Schlöder (1986) and Bock (1987), by choosing the subintervals sufficiently small. A comprehensive treatment of the most versatile member of this
class of methods, the multiple-shooting algorithm PARFIT, can be found in Bock (1987).
Now take a closer look at figure 2.1:
o

The multiple initial-value-problem is solved and the result is a discontinuous solution
for the given set of parameters, see figure 2.2.
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Now the estimation part of the algorithm follows; The object function t h a t has t o be
minimized contains :

I. The difference between the, in this part of the algorithm computed, continuous
solution of the differential equation, given a set of parameters and initial conditions,
and the measurements.
2. The disrontint?itirs ir? the soliition of the multiple initial value problem.
By demanding the minimization of the preceding points, a nonlinear least squares problem is defined. This nonlinear least squares problem is solved by a generalized GaussNewton method.

For two model systems, the Lorenz and Rössler systems which are linear in the parameters,
Baake reported promising estimations. The data were simulated from exact models and
contaminated with noise. Important questions t o be solved remain: applicability t o real
world systems with higher dimensions than three, treatment of very long time series and
applicability t o real experimental data.
In the next chapter a different approach, which has been followed in this research, is discussed. In this approach very long time series will not lead t o problems and real experimental
data will be used.

8
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Chapter 3

Chaos and unstable periodic orbits
In Van de Water et al. (1991), referring t o former publications (CvitanoviC, 1988), is stated
t h a t low-dimensional chaos can be described by its underlying skeleton of unstable periodic
orbits. It was Poincaré’s original idea that a chaotic dynamical system will after a given time
return arbitrarily close t o its starting location in phase space (Poincaré, 1892).
By slightly adjusting the phase-space point, this return can be made exact, and the
point is turned into a periodic point. In a low-dimensional chaotic experiment, a registered
time series will contain many points that are near a cyclic point and almost return. These
points can be used to estimate the precise location of the cycle (periodic orbit), whereas the
evolution of their neighbourhoods allows an estimate of stable and unstable cycle eigenvalues.
In simple systems (systems for which a 1 or 2-dimensional mapping exists) the skeleton of
periodic points can often be constructed hierarchically (CvitanoviC, 1988), and then provides
a complete description of chaos. A circumstance that at first sight discourages application of
periodic orbit analysis is the necessity of finding arbitrary long periods together with their
stable and unstable eigenvalues. With a finite number of data points measured with finite
precision, this is an impossible task. However it has been shown that in many cases long
cycles are shadowed by nearby short ones. This shadowing means t h a t the orbit of a period p
cycle is very close to orbits of cycles with lower periods. So, by locating only the short cycles
in an experiment, one should be able t o characterize the dynamics at much longer times.
The error made by omitting the true long cycles is expected t o diminish rapidly with
the increasing length of included orbits. The rate of convergence, the success of the cycle
expansion, is intimately tied t o the underlying symbolic dynamics. The rate of convergence
is exponential in the case of ‘well behaved’ symbolic dynamics that is , for example found
for one dimensional (1D) repellers, see CvitanoviC. (1988) and Artuso (1990). Therefore, in
order t o assess the performance of a cycle expansion, it is necessary t o have a good idea of
the symbolic dynamics at hand. This, incidentally, is a nontrivial task when the experiment
is not truly low dimensional (i.e., not close t o one dimensional).
The symbolic dynamics means the qualitative, topological enumeration of the possible
motions of a chaotic dynamical system. A symbolic dynamics is constructed by partitioning
the phase space into topological distinct regions, associating with each region a symbol from
an alphabet, and using those symbols t o label every possible trajectory. Covering symbolic
dynamics assigns a distinct label to each distinct trajectory: however, there might be symbol
sequences which correspond t o no trajectory. If all possible symbol sequences can be realised
as physical trajectories, the symbolic dynamics is called complete; if some sequences are not
9
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allowed, the symbolic dynamics is called pruned, see Artuso et al. (1990).
Summarizing the preceding, it can be said that for the deterministic dynamical systems of
low dimension and smooth dynamics, the cycles provide a detailed invariant characterization,
whose virtues are the following:
e

Cycle symbol sequences are topological invariants: they give the spatial layout of a
strange set.

e

Cycle eigenvalues are metric invariants: they give the scale of each piece of a strange
set.

e

Cycles are ordered hierarchically: short cycles give good approximations t o a strange
set and the errors due t o neglecting long cycles can be bounded.

e

Periodic points are skeletal in the sense that even though they are determined at finite
time, they remain there forever.

e

Cycles are robust: eigenvalues of short cycles vary slowly with smooth parameter
changes.

e

Short cycles can be extracted accurateiy from experimentai data.

L

Figure 3.1: Tessellation of a dynamical system by cycles; a smooth flow is approximated by a piecewise
linear mapping, with each 'face' centered on a periodic point (Artuso et al., 1990)

One can visualize the description of a chaotic dynamical system in terms of cycles as a
tessellation of the dynamical system, see figure 3.1, with smooth flow approximated by the
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skeleton of periodic points of period length n, each region
centered on a periodic point
z;, and the size of the region determined by the linearization of the flow around the periodic
point.
The power and elegance of a periodic-orbit analysis have been illustrated in the case of
simple dynamical systems consisting of one- or two-dimensional mappings, see Artuso et al.
(1990). Before Van de Water et al. (1991), the full potential of the method t o analyze experimental results had remained unexplored, see Gunaratne et al. (1989) and Lathrop & Kostelich
(1989). In Van de 'v?ater, the experimental system used is a parametrically excited p m d u l m ~ ,
described in the following section. This system is also used in this research.

3.1

The parametrically excited pendulum

The parametrically excited pendulum will be discussed briefly. For more information on
this system, see Hoppenbrouwers (1989). Figure 3.2 shows the mechanical device. For more
detailed information on the measures of the pendulum see appendix A. The support of the
pendulum is driven by a crank mechanism. This allows for a stable and simple construction.
The pendulum is driven by a 1-kW motor with a tachogenerator feedback mechanism that
keeps the angular velocity w constant to approximately 4 %. An optical encoder with an
angular resolution of & rad gives information about the instantaneous angular position (b
of the pendulum. It is interfaced by a logical circuit t o a computer that reads (b each time
the support is in its highest position. A second reading, 15.08 ms later, is used t o obtain the
angular velocity coordinate $ of the point (+,& in the Poincaré section; phase space points
are thus obtained with time intervals of
s. The noise E , in the ((b,t$) measurement was
estimated from the accuracy of measured returns in the phase plane when the pendulum was
in a state of periodic motion. Within a few cycles of the excitation, periodic points would be
and would broaden t o twice this value after about ten cycles. The
sharp t o within 3.0 x
noise was estimated at 5 x
(relative to the attractor size).

3.1.1

Mathematical model

In this section a suitable model for the parametrically excited pendulum, in the form of a
differential equation, will be discussed.
Ideally, a pendulum, whose mass is concentrated at its end and whose support is lifted
periodically, would be described by the well-known differential equation:

-+-d24
dt2

k2 d(b+
m12 d t

[--g

Aw2

I

1

1

cos(wt) sin((b) = O

However, accurate modelling of the actual experiment introduces extra terms in equation 3.1
that reflect t h e presence of other damping forces and allow for the noticed peculiarity of the
excitation. Friction forces other than that represented by the term proportional t o will be
air resistance that introduces a term proportional t o ($)2sgn($),whereas t h e bearings will
counteract the motion through a Coulomb friction term that only depends on the sign of
Apart from those, there may even be other forces acting in the experiment; for example, small
excursions near (b = O could be influenced by harmonic forces that are due t o imperfections
in ball bearings. Possible damping terms that have a more complicated dependence on the

6
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1.38 m

Figure 3.2: The parametrically driven pendulum drawn to scale; its height is 1.38 m. 1, bob ; 2,
suspension with optical angle encoder; 3, rods guiding the vertical motionof the suspension;
4, driving crank. (Van de Water et al., 1991)

angular velocity will be neglected here. In summary, the original equation of motion has to
be augmented to
d24
kl
dd
+sgn( -)

dt2

m12

with

P,, =

dt

k2 d 4
k3
d4
+- +-(-)'sgn(-)+
m12 dt
m12 dt

[; - 7

cos(2wt)
+ E

d4
dt

Pezc=O

+ e2sin4(wt)

(3.3)

[i - €2 s i n ( w t ) ~ ~ / ~

where E (E > 1) is the ratio of the two arms that make up the driving crank mechanism. Van
de Water et al. (1991) estimated the damping constants k1,k2 and k g by measuring in an
unexcited, freely swinging pendulum released at 4 = O at t = O and adjusting ki,k2 and FE3
as to obtain the best agreement between measurement and simulation (with equation 3.2) as
far as the maximum values of the excursion are concerned.
#J
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Of course, in reality, the pendulum does not have its mass concentrated at its end. In
appendix A the rotating part of the pendulum is shown in more detail and t h e differential
equation (A.2) belonging t o it is described. However, (Van de Water et al., 1991) used equic
tions 3.2 and 3.3 t o simulate a chaotic time series, which is used in this research. Therefore,
in this research, equations 3.2 and 3.3 will be used t o model the pendulum. In appendix
A, equation A.2 is compared with equation 3.2 in order to compute the correct values for
m and 1 for the experimental system. This results in: mA = 0.0854 kg and ZA = 0.318 m.
This value for agrees rather well with the value that could be computed using the measured
eigenfrequency (of a freely swinging pendulum): WO =
, namely 1 = 0.317 m .

fi

At w = 13 *,where w is the angular frequency of the excitation, the pendulum is
in a rotating motion whose frequency is locked t o the excitation. When lowering w , we
encounter a series of period-doubling bifurcations that finally lead t o a large chaotic attractor,
at w = 9.09
which extends over the full angular range.
Both experiment and simulation exhibit a clear fractal measure in figure 3.3, where in
each case 42754 points are drawn. The time step between successive points in figure 3.3 is
T = % s. The actual simulated time series used in the periodic orbit analysis is much longer:
H O 6 points. It is impossible t o realize such a long time series in an experiment because the
chaotic attractor is in fact transient and it engulfs the origin that is stable due to the presence
of the hysteretic friction term k l s g n ( 4 ) . The effect of this term is that the pendulum, after
being in a chaotic state for some time, may become still at a finite angle 4. To create the
longer time series in the simulation, the simulation was performed with kl = 0.0 N m .
So, in Van de Water et al. (1991) the simulations are performed with the following parameter values:

*,

m = 0.0858kg
k1 = 0.0 N m
kg = 1.90 x
bd
= 9.09*
E
= 0.173

= 0.317m
= 4.85 x
N m s 2 wo = 5.57*
A = 0.131m

1

k2

Nms
(3.4)

Parameters that are different for the experiment are:

mA = 0.0854 kg ZA = 0.318 m k l , = 6.88 x

Nm

(3.5)

This dynamical system is not ‘close t o one dimensional’. Therefore, it is in this case
a nontrivial task to form a good idea of the symbolic dynamics. In the case of incomplete
knowledge of the symbolic dynamics the success of the cycle expansion can not be guaranteed.
Still, in Van d e Water et al. (1991) an attempt is made t o estimate the scaling properties of
the chaotic attractor. For the current research it is of minor importance whether the cycle
expansion describes the chaos, occurring in the above described system, completely. In the
first instance, it is only important that the, from the chaotic time series destillated unstable
periodic orbits, are real solutions of the differential equation, describing the system. Then the
nonlinear parametric identification method can be based on these unstable periodic orbits.
How the unstable periodic orbits are found from an experimental chaotic time series, for the
example of the parametrically excited pendulum, is described in the following section.

14
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Figure 3.3: Poincaré sections of transient chaos during 42754 cycles: (a) experiment, (b) numerical
simulation (Van de Water et al., 1991)

3.2

Periodic orbit analysis

The search for periodic points and their eigenvalues from a time series begins with partitioning
the phase plane into small boxes of linear size E (1%of the attractor size). Next, the points
in the timé series are sorted with respect t o the location of the box to which they belong.
This action makes neighboring points in phase space readily accessible: They either belong
t o the same box or t o an adjacent box. Because most of the time in the algorithm that seeks
for periodic orbits is spent in finding neighbors, these technicalities dramatically seduce the
computing time needed, see Theiler (1987). The length of the candidate cycles can then easily
be found from the time it takes a single phase-space point t o return to within a distance E.
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Such a point will return t o either its own box or to one of the neighboring boxes. Because
a point belonging t o a p cycle may return each k p step, k = 1 , 2 , . , it is ascertained that
its corresponding entry in the list of return times is p . The list of these candidates may be
narrowed by requiring that a box contains at least a few points that E -return as a p cycle. The
point xtP t h a t returns closest is selected as a reference point in a local linear approximation
AP of the dynamical system. A minimum of 32 neighboring points yt was included in the fit.
The points were taken from a 2~ neighbourhood of ztP, excluding those t h a t were within a
Fa-noise distance Îrom the reference point (in Van de "%ter et al. (iYSi) E~ was estiriïated
t o be 5 x
relative t o the attractor size in the experiment). An estimate of the periodic
point is found in the following manner:
A least squares fit was used t o estimate the Jacobian matrix AtP over a single time step t , t + l :

..

AtP((.tP- Yt) = &+l - Y t + l
The cycle Jacobian AP was then composed out of p single-step Jacobians:

Let

ZO

be the estimated periodic point. Then the elements of
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'

can be estimated from

which results in
20

= ( I - A')-'(,t+p'

- APZtP)

(3.9)
(3.10)

The outcome of this procedure is a rather long list of p cycles each with their stable and
unstable eigenvalues. From this list only those p cycles were selected t h a t had entries for
each of their pcycle elements with corresponding eigenvalues. Although this attitude may
be rather conservative, in Van de Water et al. (1991) is pointed out t h a t otherwise close
returns, due t o the marginal hyperbolicity of the chaotic attractor, that are not cycles are
wrongly taken for cycles. The figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the cycles up t o length 5 t h a t were
respectively found in a time series of 42754 points from the experimental attractor and in a
time series of 1048576 points from a simulated attractor. In both ewes the periodic orbit
analysis was performed by Van de Water (1991). Also cycles of length 6 were destillated from
the simulated time series. For a reason that will be discussed later in this report, these cycles
were not used in estimating the parameters of equation 3.2.
The actual values for the periodic points used in this research were, in t h e case of the
simulation obtained in numerical form and in the case of the experiment read from a figure
(like figure 3.4) in Van de Water et al. (1991). The error made in reading the periodic points
from this figure is of the same order of magnitude as the noise level of the measurements
and therefore is acceptable. Because the simulated time series is much longer than the experimental time series, more phase space points can be used in the least squares fit, in which
the Jacobian matrix AtP is estimated. Therefore, the periodic points resulting from the periodic orbit analysis using the simulated time series will be more accurate than those using
'Estimating the cycle Jacobian A' from a fit over p time steps poses rather severe requirements on the
data.
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the experimental time series. The order of magnitude of the error in the from the simulated
time series estimated periodic points is û(1.0 x lo"). However, the experimental d a t a are
contaminated by noise. The order of magnitude of this noise level (5.0 x
relative to the
size of the attractor) gives a good indication for the order of magnitude of t h e relative error
that is made in estimating the periodic points for the experimental time series, see equation
3.10.

Remark Note that z ~ Pand Q+,P are mewxed quantities aid therefore introduce an emx
in ZO of the order of magnitude of the noise level in the measurements. T h e error in A,
introduces only a (relatively small) second order error in ZO, because z$' - zt+,P is very small
for the determined periodic orbits (f5.0 x
relative t o the attractor size).
The fixed point of the upright pendulum and the higher period cycles were not found in the
experiment, most probably due t o the limited number of data points. Table 3.1 summarizes
the eigenvalues of the periodic points found in the experiment, together with their symbolic
dynamics. The symbolic dynamics is important, because it gives the order in which the
periodic points of one orbit are visited. The order in which the periodic points are visited,
gives information on the form of the periodic solutions. This information is used in the
nonlinear parametric identification method of Verbeek (1993). For a list of t h e eigenvalues
or" the periodic points found in the simulation see Van de Water ei al. (1991). In table 3.1,
Pi
2.2
1.68
3.8
26.0
30.0
43.0

P2

Symbol

0.37
0.39
0.21
0.067
0.02
0.008

($=O
C,B
AA,DD
ABA,DCD
ADCB,ABCD
AABAB,CDCDD

Table 3.1: List of eigenvalues that were found from an experimental time series. The phase plane is
AB
divided as C D with = O and q!J = a as dividing lines between respectively 'AB and CD',
and 'AC and BD'.The symbol indicates the order in which the regions A , B, C and D are
visited (Van de Water e t al., 1991)
is the eigenvalue corresponding with the unstable manifold of the periodic point and p2 is
the eigenvalue corresponding with the stable manifold of the periodic point. In the following
chapter will be discussed how the, from chaotic time series destillated, unstable periodic
points can be used t o estimate the parameters in the differential equation 3.2 using the by
Verbeek (1993) developed method of nonlinear parametric identification using periodic data.
Using the unstable periodic orbits instead of the chaotic time series itself in the parameter
estimation routine has two advantages.
o

When the chaotic time series has t o be used in the parameter estimation (Baake et al.,
1992), the numerical solution, computed by integration, will be spoiled by error propagation, due t o positive Lyapunov exponents. In computing periodic solutions by the
method described in Verbeek (1993) no such problems occur.

o

A huge reduction of d a t a has been obtained, extracting the essential information on the
nonlinear dynamics of the system.
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Chaos and unstable periodic orbits

Chapter 4

Nonlinear parametric identification
using periodic data
Now we know t h a t low-dimensional chaos can be described by a skeleton of unstable periodic
orbits and t h a t the shorter cycles can be found relatively easy from a chaotic time series.
These unstable periodic orbits can be used in the nonlinear parametric identification method
developed by Verbeek (1993). In principal each unstable periodic orbit can be used separately
because each of them is a solution of the differential equation that describes the system exactly. The fact t h a t the periodic orbits are unstable is no obstacle for using the method of
Verbeek. Originally, only periodic orbits with the same period time as the excitation were
used in this method. As in the characterization of the chaotic time series also unstable periodic orbits with higher period times Tn = nTezcitation,
n = l, 2 , 3 , . were used, the method of
Verbeek needed some adjustments. From the experimental data of the parametrically excited
pendulum only cycles up t o length 5 were found. The group consisting of these cycles will
not be able to characterize the chaotic attractor completely', because higher period cycles
are neglected. However, as mentioned before, each unstable periodic orbit remains a solution of the differential equation that describes the system exactly. Therefore each of these
orbits can be used in the nonlinear parametric identification method. Of course it remains
a recommendation to use as much unstable periodic orbits as is necessary to accomplish a
good covering of the phase plane by these orbits in order t o increase the identifiability of the
dynamical system.
In the following the method of Verbeek (1993) will briefly be discussed. For a more detailed
description and more mathematical background information, see Verbeek. I t is assumed that
the deterministic mathematical models for structural systems can be derived by using physical
laws. This is a correct assumption for the in the previous chapter introduced parametrically
excited pendulum.
Characteristic t o estimation is that the problem can be reduced t o an optimization problem, depending on a deterministic prediction model for the measured outputs, the measured
data and the amount of prior knowledge available. The parameters of the differential equation are estimated by minimizing the difference between the predicted outputs, computed
from the deterministic prediction model, and the measurements in an well chosen estimator.
Verbeek has selected a modified off-line Bayesian estimator as the point estimator, as this

..

'It is not even clear whether, in case of the parametrically excited pendulum, the skeleton of all unstable
periodic orbits characterizes the chaotic attractor completely.
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Nonlinear parametric identification using periodic data

parametric estimator is not only capable t o estimate the unknown model parameters from
the measurement data, but the unknown distribution parameters of the errors as well. During the derivation of the estimator, it is presumed that the input variables are measured very
accurately, so that the input errors can be neglected. Further it is assumed t h a t the total output errors, due t o the model imperfections and the output measurement errors, are normally
distributed and that the measurements for all runs, channels and time steps are statistically
independent. The method is represented schematically in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Estimation strategy in Verbeek
Now we will shortly discuss the numerical solution t o the estimation problem. As the
estimation problem can be formulated as an optimization problem, a numerical solution of
the selected Bayesian object function t o the model parameters and the distribution parameters
has to be found. In nonlinear numerical optimization, the optimal values can be computed by
means of iterative procedures. The selected iterative procedure is a modified Gauss-Newton
iterative solution technique.
Further, predicted outputs of the deterministic system for estimated model parameters
have t o be computed. As this method uses periodic data, a computational method for periodic
states is needed. In Verbeek a periodic solver for the equations of motion of structural systems,
which employs time discretization techniques, is used.

Chapter 5

Results
The periodic orbit analysis and the nonlinear parametric identification method using periodic
data are coupled t o form a nonlinear parametric identification method using chaotic data.
The estimation strategy is shown in figure 5.1. The measured outputs in figure 5.1 consist of
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Figure 5.1: Estimation strategy in this research
the simulated or experimental chaotic time series. These chaotic time series (see figure 3.3)
form the input for the periodic orbit analysis. This analysis returns the periodic points and
their eigenvalues (see figures 3.4 and 3.5). For each period p (p = 1 , 2 , 3 , .. .,n) orbit there
are 2p values (4 and for each periodic phase space point) available t o use in the parameter
estimation routine. In this way a huge reduction of data is realised. On the other input side
of the parameter estimation routine, the periodic solver returns the predicted periodic points
of the deterministic system for given estimates of the model parameters. In the parameter
estimation routine the difference between the periodic points estimated in the periodic orbit
analysis and t h e periodic points computed by the periodic solver is minimized in order to
obtain good estimates of the model parameters.

4
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Results

Two important remarks have t o be made concerning the described estimation strategy:
1. This remark concerns the periodic solver. The periodic solver needs a discrete initial
'guess' for the periodic solution that has t o be computed, using a modified Newton
procedure. In chapter 3 was stated that the different unstable periodic orbits are very
close t o each other in the phase space. See for example figure 5.2, in which a period
2 solution is compared with 2 periods of a period 1 solution. This figure shows that
Phase space
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Figure 5.2: Period 1 and period 2 orbit found from the simulated time series
those solutions are very close. It is therefore clear that the starting solution for the
periodic solver has to be a very good 'guess'. Otherwise, the iterative modified Newton
procedure will just converge to another periodic solution than the one t h a t was searched
for. For example, when the starting solution for a period 2 orbit is rather bad, it is for
the periodic solver very likely t o find 2 periods of a period 1 orbit. So, the unstable
periodic orbits are very close in the phase space. It is expected that this fact is not a
specific property of the parametrically excited pendulum. This expectation is grounded
on the, in Van de Water et al. (1991) discussed, shadowing mechanism of the unstable
periodic orbits that characterize the chaotic motion of the nonlinear dynamical system
(Van de Water et al., 1991).
In this research only the period 1 solutions were found using rather bad starting solutions (a linear polynomial approximation of the orbit using the periodic point xo and
the point xo f 2 n from the periodic orbit analysis). For all other periodic orbits much
better starting solutions were required. Integrating the differential equation over one
period of the excitation ( p times for a period p solution) might be a successful possibility. The periodic points, estimated in the periodic orbit analysis, should be taken as
initial conditions. And the initial guess on the model parameters could be used. Using
the, in this way, obtained starting solution did not result in convergence to the right
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solution. The reason for this is that the starting solutions are not close enough t o the
real solution. Therefore a 'trial and error' strategy in finding suitable starting solutions
was followed. This 'trial and error' strategy consisted of integrating t h e differential
equation as described, varying the model parameters until a solution was found that
did not diverge or lead to a p times period 1 solution. The preceding observation is a
widely known difficulty in computing higher period solutions of dynamical systems. Of
course, this is a disadvantage of the method. Note that the described method of finding
starting soliitions demands k n ~ d e d g eon the sjrmbollc dynamics of the s y s t e m
When the initial estimates on the parameters were rather bad, no suitable starting
solution could be found for the period 6 orbits, that were destillated from the simulated
chaotic time series. Therefore, these orbits could not be used in the estimation process.
The measurements used in the periodic orbit analysis are spaced Te,, s apart. No intermediate measurements were on hand or could easily be obtained in a new experiment.
In a situation, in which intermediate measurements are available, a different way of
finding suitable starting solutions, which might be successful, could be pursued. Recall
(see section 3.2) that the point of the chaotic time series that returns closest after Te,, s
was selected. So, one could follow the chaotic time series from this point over p x Te,, s
in ordes to obtain a starting solution for the period p solution. This starting solution is
the closest part of the chaotic time series to the periodic orbit. How close it is, depends
on the length of the chaotic time series and the instability of the periodic orbit. The
greater the length of the chaotic time series, the greater the chance the chaotic orbit
will at a moment be very close t o the unstable periodic orbit. Whether this will suffice
as a starting solution remains t o be tested.
Note t h a t for the parametrically excited pendulum very long time series (&lo6 points)
can only be realised in simulation, see section 3.1.1.

2. In the current implementation of the described estimation strategy only the place in the
phase space (4 and values) of the periodic points is used in the object function that
is t o be minimized in the parameter estimation routine. However, the output of the
periodic orbit analysis also contains information on the stability of the periodic points.
This information is summarized in table 3.1 in the form of eigenvalues belonging t o the
periodic points found in the experimental time series. When this kind of information
could also be extracted from the differential equation, for given estimates of the model
parameters, it could be compared t o the stability information t h a t resulted from the
periodic orbit analysis.

4

A method for investigating the local stability of periodic solutions is described in
Fey (1992). The local stability of the periodic solutions is investigated by linearizing the equations of motion around the periodic solution and examining the evolution
in time of an infinitesimal perturbation (from the periodic orbit), introduced at a certain
time. Using this method, eigenvalues can be found, in this case the so called Floquet
multipliers (Fey, 1992), corresponding with the periodic solutions which were computed
by the periodic solver. The object function, defined in the parameter estimation routine, could be supplemented with the difference between the eigenvalues estimated in
the periodic orbit analysis and the eigenvalues computed by the method described in
Fey (1992). Then not only the place in the phase space but also the eigenvalues of the
periodic points form the criteria that measures the quality of a set of given estimates of
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the model parameters. Furthermore, I would recommend defining weights t h a t appoint
the relative importance of the place in the phase space and the eigenvalues of a periodic
point in their contribution t o the object function. These weights should express which
information is the most important and accurate.
The strategy explained above has been followed for a simulated and an experimental chaotic
time series. T h e results will be discussed in the following t o sections.

Remark T h e initial estimates used in the estimation processes discussed in the sections
5.1 and 5.2 were rather bad estimates. Rather bad initial estimates were used in order to illustrate clearly t h a t the identification method succeeds in producing relatively good estimates
of the model parameters.

Using a simulated time series

5.1

The estimation strategy visualized by figure 5.1 was followed, taking a simulated chaotic
time series as the 'measured outputs'. The simulation data were produced by integrating
equation 3.2, using the, in section 3.1.1 given, parameters, which resulted in one of the time
.
WâB added t û the data. Fïûm this eqüZtiGii it is d e a r that the
series iiì 6güi.t: 3.3. Nû
parameters m , I, k2 and k3 can not be estimated simultaneously, because these parameters
do not represent 4 independent phenomena in the differential equation. Furthermore, it is
expected t h a t the estimation of the mass m and the friction parameters ki, i = 2 , 3 , is more
difficult than the estimation of I, which is the most characteristic feature of t h e pendulum.
Different goals of the estimation process could be:
e

.

o

Quantitative knowledge on the physical parameters m,Z,kl,k2 and

o

Quantitative knowledge on the mathematical parameters in the differential equation in
order t o be able t o predict in time. Then knowledge on each physical parameter is not
so important. In this case E ,
and
are estimated.

5

5.1.1

-3.

2

Estimating the physical parameters

The estimation of the physical parameters was separated in two parts:

1. Estimation of m and I with given values for kz and
2. Estimation of

k2

and

k3

k3

(used in simulation)

with given values for m and I (used in simulation)

Estimation of m and 1: The results of the estimation of m and I are ordered in table 5.1.
In this table t h e estimated values for m and Z and the deviation from their exact values, using
different sets of periodic points in the estimation, are summarized. The initial estimates of
these parameters (see figure 5.1) were:
ho= 12.87 x loe2 kg

; io = 2.536 x 10-1 m

So, the relative errors on these initial estimates were:
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1,273,475
1.2.3.4

Table 5.1: Estimates of
series

8.515
8.525

m

n

I

Period p of
used periodic

10-
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0.64

and 1 using different sets of periodic orbits found in the simulated time

From table 5.1 can be concluded that m and 1 can be estimated very accurately, even when
the initial estimates are very bad. So, the periodic orbits contain essential information on the
nonlinear dynamics of the system in a compact form. It is also clear that especially the period
4 orbits contain important information of the nonlinear dynamics of the system. Namely,
when those period 4 orbits are not used in the estimation process much worse estimates of rn
and 1 are obtained. It should be noted that the period 4 orbits are the only orbits in which
changes sign. According t o the shadowing mechanism described in chapter 3, the error
in characterizing the chaotic attractor and made by omitting the long cycles is expected to
diminish rapidly with increasing length of the included orbits. So, those longer cycles will
contain less extra information on the dynamics with their increasing length. Because the
estimates of m and 1 are already rather accurate using the periodic orbits up t o period 5, it
is expected t h a t using extra period p , p 2 6, orbits would not give much higher accuracy on
the estimates.
In figure 5.3 the convergence of m is shown for the case all periodic points up to period
5 were used. The number of Newton-Gauss iterations (Verbeek, 1993) t h a t is needed for
convergence is small.

4

initial estimates

kio = 0.0 [Nms]
IC;, = 0.0 [Nms]

final estimates
lC2

= 5.41

& = 1.84

final deviation
from exact values

[ N ~ s ]I
[Nms] I

I=
I=

11.3 %
3.2 %

-

Table 5.2: Estimates of kz and ks using all periodic orbits up to period 5 found in the simulated time
series
The friction parameters were estimated reasonably well, regarding the fact that initially
there was assumed to be no friction a t all. But the errors on the estimates of IC2 and IC3 are
larger than those on the estimates of m and 1. The error on 6 2 is much larger than the error
on &, This could be explained by the fact that the order of magnitude of t h e term in the
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Figure 5.3: Convergence of m

differential equation 3.2 that concerns k2 is lower than the order of magnitude of the terms
that concerns k3 (O($) vs. O ( d 2 ) ) .So the term k342sgn($) represents a more important
effect than t h e term kZ$. Therefore, k2 can be adjusted rather easily (in comparison with
k3) in the estimation process, without having much effect on the periodic points that will
be estimated by the periodic solver. So, changes in k2 will only have a small effect on the
magnitude of the object function in the estimation routine. Errors in the d a t a (periodic points
from the periodic orbit analysis) are likely to be compensated by the adjustment of
in the
estimation routine.
Investigating the results of using different sets of periodic points in the estimation, again
could be concluded that the period 4 orbits contain essential information on the nonlinear
dynamics of the system. However, leaving out other periodic points also resulted in significantly worse estimates of k2 and kg. So, all periodic orbits up t o period 5 contain important
information. Maybe in this case period 6 orbits could have provided some extra valuable
information in order t o increase the accuracy of the estimates.

5.1.2

Estimating the mathematical parameters

In this case $,$ and 1 were estimated, simultaneously. The exact values of these mathematical parameters are:

For all other parameters the exact values were used in the estimation process. The results of
estimating these parameters, using all periodic orbits up t o period 5 , are ordered in table 5.3.
The accuracy of these results corresponds very well with the results in table 5.2. For the same
reason k3 was estimated more accurate than k2, $ is estimated more accurate than $. The
parameter I was again estimated very accurately. The consequences of using different sets of
periodic orbits in the estimation are globally the same for the estimates of the mathematical
parameters as for the physical parameters.
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II

model parameters

O[

from exact values
I= 18.9%

I
[$]I k2

= 2.57 x 10-1 [m]
= 3.78 x

??

Table 5.3: Estimates of
series

5.2

lm-kzlrn

I=

33.6 %

from exact values

i = 3.17 x

& = 6.31

I I= 0.0 %
[G] I
I= 11.3 %
3 I k3 m-k3/m 1=3.3%

10-1 [m]

.w

2 and 2 using all periodic orbits up to period 5 found in the simulated time

Using an experimental time series

Again the estimation strategy of figure 5.1 was followed, taking the experimental chaotic time
series, depicted in figure 3.3, as the measured 'outputs'.
For the experimental system, values for the friction parameters were estimated by Van de
Water (1991), see section 3.1.1, and the values for m and I are derived in appendix A.
In the following the results of the estimation of these parameters, using the periodic points
desti!!ated hl?
the
; experimental chaûtic time series, see figure 3.4, are diseüssed. For a reason
that will be explained further in this report only the physical parameters were estimated.
The estimation of the physical parameters was again separated in two parts, because it is
impossible t o estimate m,Z,kl,kz and k3 simultaneously.
1. Estimation of m and 1 , using the by Van de Water et al. (1991) estimated values for the
friction parameters kl,,kz and k3.

2. Estimation of

Jc1,k2

and

113, using

the values for mA and Z A computed in appendix A.

Estimation of m and 1: The results of the estimation of m and 1 , using all periodic orbits
up to period 5, are ordered in table 5.4. From table 5.4 can be concluded t h a t Z can be

II

model Rarameters
II
initial deviation
final estimates
final deviation
from mA and ZA
from TTJAand ZA
. nîo = 1.287 x 10-1 [kg] I mo
: m-Am l I= 51 %
m = 9.43 X loq2 [ k g ] I m
- A-m
mAq I= 9.6 %
initial estimates

- O[ = 2.57 x lo-' [m]

I

I=

18.9 %

i = 3.17 X 10-1 [m]

I 2 I=

0.3 %

Table 5.4: Estimates of m and 1 using all periodic orbits up to period 5 found in the experimental
time series
estimated very accurately, using the experimental data. However, the accuracy of riz is rather
limited. A conclusion can be that the periodic orbits contain essential information on the
nonlinear dynamics of the system. The fact that the estimates riz is worse than it was using
the simulated d a t a has several causes:
e

The experimental time series is contaminated by noise.

e

The experimental time series is substantially shorter than the simulated time series.
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o

The two previous points are the cause of less accurate periodic point estimates by the
periodic orbit analysis (chapter 3).

o

The periodic points were read from a figure like figure 3.4, as the periodic points belonging to the simulation were obtained in numerical form.

Regarding these sources of errors the estimates of m and 1 can be considered relatively accurate.
Aso for the experimental system the periodic 4 orbits seem t o contain essentiai information
on the nonlinear dynamics of the system.
Estimation of the friction parameters: In the estimation of the friction parameters
kl,k2 and k3 the values for m and 1 presented in appendix A were used. T h e attempt to
estimate k l , k 2 and k3 simultaneously failed. It failed because the terms of t h e differential
equation 3.2 concerning k1 and k2 (klsgn($), k2$) are relatively small compared t o the term
k3$2:gn(4) and the other terms in the differential equation. Due t o this fact, t h e estimates 6 ;
and k2 can be adapted almost arbitrarily, without having much effect on the periodic points
that will be estimated by the periodic solver. So, changes in 6 ; and $2 only have a minor
effect on the magnitude of the object function in the estimation routine. For this reason, it
will of course also be impossible to estimate $,
$ and 1 or even k3 and m simultaneously.
Therefore, only k3 was estimated, using the estimates on k1 and k2 for the experiment (Van de
Water et al., 1991) presented in section 3.1.1. The results are ordered in table 5.5. Note that

z,

final estimate

initial estimate

kio = 0.0 [Nms2]

$3

= 1.68 x

final deviation
from IC3
[Nms2] I
I= 11.6 %

9

the accuracy of the estimate $3 is about the same as the accuracy of m. The accuracy of the
estimates is very acceptable given the amount of error on the data. The consequences of using
different sets of periodic orbits in the estimation seemed t o have a rather arbitrary effect on
the accuracy of the estimate $3. Therefore, no specific conclusion can be drawn in this case.
Note t h a t k3, (estimated value for k3 of Van de Water (1991)) is only another estimate for
the value of k3 in the experiment, see chapter 3.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations
In this last chapter conclusions and recommendations are presented on the general aspects of
the in chapter 5 discussed nonlinear parametric identification method using chaotic data.
This method consist of the coupling of the periodic orbit analysis (see chapter 3) and the
nonlinear parametric identification method using periodic data (see chapter 4). The method
has been validated by using it t o estimate the parameters of the differential equation that
describes a parametricaiiy excited penduium. The accuracy of these estimates appeared to
be very high in the case of the simulation. The estimation of the model parameters using the
experimental data was more difficult, because these data were less accurate than those from
the simulation. Still the accuracy of the estimates was very acceptable, given the errors on
the data (see section 5.2.1). Some advantages and disadvantages, especially with respect to
the method of fitting ordinary differential equations directly t o chaotic d a t a (Baake et UZ.,
1992), of the method are important t o note:

Advantages
o

The problem of the error propagation in the numerical solution during integration, due
to positive Lyapunov exponents (Baake et al., 1992), is avoided.

o

Before the estimation routine is used a huge data reduction has been accomplished,
without losing essential information on the nonlinear dynamics of the system.

o

Instead of a set of trajectories the structure of the phase space is used in the estimation
routine as essential information on the nonlinear dynamics of the system.

o

The method was validated using a real experimental system.

o

In the method described in Baake et al. (1992) the length of the used chaotic time series
is very limited. In the method described in this report longer time series are required in
order t o be able to estimate the periodic points accurately in the periodic orbit analysis.
Of course, this can also be considered t o be a disadvantage. This problem was already
encountered using the parametrically excited pendulum as the experimental system t o
be identified, because the occurring chaos was in fact transient.

Disadvantages Besides the requirements on the length of the chaotic time series the following can be considered an important disadvantage:
29
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In the method the numerical computation of the periodic orbits is needed. T h e use of the
periodic solver t h a t provides the computation of the periodic solutions requires starting solutions as initial 'guesses' on the periodic orbits. Because the unstable periodic orbits that
characterize the chaotic attractor are so close in phase space (see chapter 5 ) this starting
solutions have t o be very good 'guesses'. In this research a 'trail and error' strategy has been
used t o find suitable starting solutions. A better and more comprehensive method in finding
suitable starting solutions is desirable.

Recommendat ions
o

Research in order to develop a method in finding suitable starting solutions for the
periodic solver. In case that intermediate measurements (more measurements in 1period
of the excitation) are available, the proposition (see chapter 5 ) of using the part of the
chaotic attractor that is closest t o the periodic orbit as the starting solution should be
given serious thought. For the parametrically excited pendulum a new experiment and
an adjusted experimental device are needed t o obtain the intermediate measurements.

e

The use of the eigenvalues of the unstable periodic orbits in the estimation of the model
parameters as described in chapter 5 .

Remark In autonomous nonlinear dynamical systems the period time of t h e shortest unstable periodic orbit is not known in advance. In this case the time step of the measurements
could be taken as a unit. As a consequence, in the periodic orbit analysis will have t o be
looked for the number of units after which phase space points return (Lathrop & Kostelich,
1989). In this way the period times of the unstable periodic orbits can be found. And the
method described in this report can again be followed.
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Appendix A

Real versus ideal pendulum model
The rotating part of the ’real’ pendulum is drawn t o scale in figure A.l, in which y represents
the forced vertical acceleration of the centerpoint of the rotation.

+

1

cos(2wt) e2sin4(wt)
[i - €2 s i n ( u t ) ~ ~ / ~
The aluminum plate has been added t o the construction t o introduce extra air resistance.

Figure A . l : The rotating part of the ’real’ pendulum
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The differential equation has been derived for this dynamical system:

+

I1

cos(2wt) c2sin4(wt)
sin(q5) = O
[i- €2 s i n ( w t ) ~ ~ / ~

with

I

I

In which:
mb : Mass bob
mr : Mass rod
mp : Mass plate
rn,1 : Mass center 1 mc2 : Mass center 2 md : Mass disk
Using measured values for all lengths and weights leads t o

PI = 8.66 x

+

- 1 k m2

kgm2 P2 = 2.66 x 10

P3 = 2.72

x loq2 kgm

Compare the preceding model with an ideal pendulum, which has its mass concentrated at

Figure A.2: The 'ideal' pendulum

Real versus ideal pendulum model
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its end, with t h e same specific excitation and damping terms (see figure A.2). This can be
modeled by

4+ k1 sgn(4)+ d + k3 d2sgn($> +

m12

k2

cos(2wt)

+ e2sin4(wt)

I1

sin(4) = O
[i - €2 sin ( 4 1 ~ ’ ~

64.3)

M o d e h g the ïea! p e n d ü h ì coïïectb with eq~atior,A.3 demands ccmparism of the eqmtions A.2 and A.3, from which correct values for m and 1 (mA and Z A ) can be computed
by
mA1A2 = P1
m A g l A = p2
mAl?A
= P3

{

which results in
mA

= 8.54 x

kg I A = 0.318 m

